
BEST WAY TO WRITE API DOCUMENTATION TEMPLATE

Developers sometimes spend a couple of weeks building an API and maybe another week writing the documentation,
and this can be time-consuming.

Clearbit does this by putting dynamic nav bars in the left pane, explanations in the middle, and sample code on
the right. In a single page format, anything they need is at the tip of their fingertipsâ€”no clicking through
page-after-page necessary. Wondering how the big boys write their API documentation so you can get a little
inspiration? SDKs and Libraries Code libraries help developers quickly call different resources. Event Tracing
could be a useful tool since it's used to analyze machine performance , but their confusing docs scare most
people away and endlessly frustrate the users who need it most. You can stay updated about these posts by
subscribing to my free newsletter. Another great example of good documentation of requests and responses is
Instagram. Create Your Own Template Most devs would rather outline all their error codes than think about
their documentation's UI. During development, spend time making your documentation as clear as possible,
and provide access to the fundamentals at the very beginning authentication, header types etc , which will
reduce the number of support requests you receive from users about getting started with your API. Some of the
code samples in this course use JavaScript. Make sure you download the app and not the Chrome extension.
VII: Documenting code : This section covers strategies for documenting code. There's only so much
real-estate on your screen. If your readers feel like it's a hassle to learn about your API in general, they'll be
quick to abandon your site. Me too. The only way to do that is by putting everything in a template that's easy
to navigate through. Here are some resources that will help you understand the basics of all our APIs. They let
you make calls straight from the documentation page, no login or authentication necessary. Mac and Windows
Version 10 computers already have curl installed. These sections include: Authentication This is the
information about using authentication schemes to start consuming your API. Who the course is for The
course primarily serves the following audiences: Professional technical writers looking to transition from GUI
documentation into more API-focused documentation for developers. How do they structure their API
content? There are also resources like Writing The Docs which provides some more comprehensive advice on
writing great documentation. Terms of use This is the legal agreement between the consumer and your
organization, defining how the consumer should ideally use your services. Adding in an API Explorer lets you
engage people of all technical backgrounds to make some of the most common calls in a few seconds, and
without leaving your site. Basically, you would clone this GitHub repo and copy over the content from the
slides directory. A three-pane view lets the user curate their own experience. Provide them with a clear starting
point so that they can work their way from basic features, to the advanced resources in your API. Check out
the OAuth section to learn more about how we do authentication and authorization. These topics are usually
handled by technical writers more than engineers. If a developer has just started with your API, having
examples to work from can be a great way for them to gain additional context into the power of your API.


